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From EPV’s Kitchen 

Yesterday, I was working in my office listening to the sounds of East Park Villa. I 

found myself thinking, “This sounds like we are back to normal.” Oh my goodness, it 

was a busy place.  There was a new resident moving in, so family and furniture 

making its way upstairs.  A resident returning home from being out of the facility for 

a bit, so suitcases and belongings heading up the stairs.  A violin concert on third 

floor so lots of activity with the performers and residents on their way to the concert.  

People telling jokes in the halls, staff pulling pranks on each other.  Normal. 

I found myself contemplating what normal sounds like and how it changes throughout 

life.  When I was single, I enjoyed the quiet peacefulness of being alone.  Then came 

marriage and kids. The quiet and peacefulness quickly disappeared with rough-

housing and noise.  Lots of noise.  One child flew the nest and the noise diminished.  

The second one left and the house returned to quiet.  Grandkids brought a new level 

of noise with loud laughter and fun, but when they leave, it returns to our “normal.”  

Quiet and peaceful. 

East Park Villa has its own version of normal.  There are vacuums in the halls, friends 

visiting in the lobbies, the card shuffler when playing cards on 2nd floor, and chimes 

when unlocking the med cart.  Residents having coffee together, TV’s in the lobbies 

with music drifting down the halls, the rattle of housekeeping carts and casual 

conversation and laughter. Back when we had to go into lock-down, the building was 

eerily quiet. I found it difficult to come to work because it just felt “off.”  No laughter 

in the halls. No casual conversations or coffee klatches. The card shuffler was 

silenced. It wasn’t normal.  Unfortunately, after a while, the silence did became 

normal. We became acclimated to no visitors and empty hallways. Y’all became 

comfortable being in your apartments.  It isn’t that it was good, but it became 

normal.  Eventually, as restrictions were loosened, it again felt off seeing visitors in 

the halls. Residents were a little uncomfortable coming out of their safe cocoon.  Yet 

again, we adjusted and now it feels like we are back where we should be, back to 

normal.  Back to visitors with some very minor restrictions. Church on Sunday 

evening, baking and crafts, BINGO and exercise class. We go out to eat and take 

shopping trips both in Aurora and Grand Island.  

For a while, I wondered if we would ever make it back to normal.  But we did.  Yes, 

there are still some things that aren’t normal. I don’t believe anyone would think that 

having a nasal swab twice a week is normal, but we would rather do that than have 

other restrictions. Residents and visitors come and go with minimal restrictions. 

Visitors have no appointments, no testing or requests to see vaccination cards. I hear 

on the news how awful the new variant is, and we must be mindful of necessary 

precautions, but for today, I will rejoice that East Park Villa again feels normal.   

        Laurie 
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January Birthdays 

 

November Activities 

The following activities are in addition to 

our regularly scheduled activities.  If you 

plan to attend, please sign up for activities 

marked with an asterisk (*) at least 24 

hours in advance.  Thanks! 

January : 

1– Happy New Year 

3– Shop Aurora Mall* 

4– Keven & Heidi Cheng 

6– Shop Dollar General* 

7– East Park Villa Council  

10– Shop Aurora Mall* 

11– Banking 

11– Out to Lunch @ Pueblo  Viejo* 

13– Shop MCHI Thrift Shop* 

13– Ladies Tea 

14– At Home Hearing 

17– Shop Aurora Mall* 

18– Walmart in York* 

19– Horse Races 

20– Shop Dollar General* 

20– Men's Coffee  

21– Crafts 

24– Shop Aurora Mall* 

25– Banking 

25– January Birthday Party 

27– Shop MCHI Thrift Shop* 

28– Happy Hour 

31– Shop Aurora Mall* 

 

 

 

Residents    

29– Norma W. 

 

Anniversaries 

27– Hoot & Mary G. 

Staff  

5– Shane N. 

9– Jacob S. 

26– Randy A. 

28– Avery G. 

February Birthdays 

Staff  

3– Kris M.  

Residents    

2– Ruth H. 

12– Evelyn B. 

17– Dorothy C. 
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Who would have thought Santa was able to get his vaccine    

and booster shot all the way up at the North Pole.                

Way to go Santa! 
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Merrymakers 

 

The Links 

February 17, 2022 

2:30 PM 

Merrymakers improves the quality of life for seniors 

by encouraging active participation, increasing social 

interaction, and sparking memories through 

professional musical entertainment. 

Happy  

New Year  

East Park Villa 

Kevin & Heidi Cheng 

January 4th 

3:15 PM 



Over The Counter Medications 

Over the counter medications can help maintain health and relieve symptoms of pain or illness.  However, 
taking a combination of drugs means that you could be at risk for unwanted and possible harmful drug 
interactions.  

If the staff at East Park Villa is assisting you with your medication, it is extremely important that we know if 
you have any over the counter medications in your room.  It is possible that it could be something 
that we are already giving you, and doubling up on medications could be very harmful.  If you want to try 
something over the counter, just let me know.  I will be glad to contact your doctor for you and make sure 
he/she thinks it is appropriate for you to take it along with your other medication.    

Just because you can buy something over the counter doesn’t mean it is safe for you.  Here are some 
safety tips from the UNC School of Medicine Program on Aging. 

* Always tell your doctor what over the counter products or dietary supplements including vitamins and 
herbs that you are taking.  Your doctor often gets new information about drugs that might be important to 
you.  Reviewing your medications with the doctor minimize the risk of drug interactions. 

* If you see several doctors, make sure they all know what the others are prescribing.    Have one doctor 
delegated to coordinate all of your medications.   

* Keep a daily record of all the drugs you take.  Include prescription and over the counter drugs.  Make sure 
you keep you medication record or list up to date. 

* Make sure you can read and understand the drug name and the directions on the container.  If your labels 
are hard to read, ask your pharmacist to use large type.  Take them exactly as prescribed.  Do not take 
more or less. 

* Store your drugs properly in airtight containers.  Check the expiration dates on your medicine bottles.  If 
the medicine has expired, contact me or one of our medication aides about proper disposal.   

* Do call the doctor right away if you have any problems with your medicines.  Always tell your doctor about 
past problems you have had with drugs, such as rashes, indigestion, dizziness, drowsiness or not feeling 
hungry. 

* Ask your doctor about the right way to take any medication before you start to use it. 

* Do not stop taking a prescription drug unless your doctor says its okay, even if you are feeling better. 

* Do not take medication that is prescribed for another person or give yours to someone else.   

For those of you who do your own medications, please remember to keep your medication lists up to date.  
We request that you keep a copy in your purse/wallet and in your emergency information packet that is 
hanging on the back of your apartment door.   

If you have any questions about the medication you are taking, please feel free to ask me.    

Wishing you happiness and good health, 

Jennifer 
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A Note from Nursing... 
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February Activities   Hello from Housekeeping! 

The following activities are in 
addition to our regularly scheduled 
activities.  If you plan to attend, 
please sign up for activities marked 
with an asterisk (*) at least 24 hours 
in advance.  Thanks! 

February : 
3– Shop Dollar General* 

4– East Park Villa Council 

7– Shop Aurora Mall* 

8– Temperature Tuesday Runza* 

8– Banking 

10– Men's Coffee 

10– Trip to Susan's Books* 

11– At Home Hearing 

14– Valentine’s Day Party 

15– Shop Walmart in GI* 

17– Merrymakers: The Links 

17– Shop Dollar General* 

18– Ladies Tea 

21– Shop Aurora Mall* 

22– Banking 

24– February Birthday Party 

24– Shop MCHI Thrift Shop* 

25– Creative Cocktails 

28– Shop Aurora Mall* 

 

Have you ever wondered what the W and 

the D mean next to the name of the 

person who cleaned your apartment? 

Well, the W means that housekeeper was 

using wet cleaning materials and they 

cleaned all the kitchen and bathroom. 

The D means that house keeper was us-

ing dry cleaning methods and did the  

dusting, disinfecting, and vacuuming. We 

put the letter next to our names be-

cause we take pride in our work and 

want you to know who you can come to 

with any questions or comments. Thank 

you and have a Happy New Year! 

Have a great day! 

Becky, Vicki, Cathy, Kathleen                        

& sometimes Kathy  
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Valentine’s 

Day  
February 14, 2022 

5:00 & 5:30 pm 

Spinach Strawberry Salad 

with poppy Seed Dressing 

Ribeye Steaks 

Cheesy Scalloped Potatoes 

Dinner Roll with  

Cinnamon Honey Butter 

Mixed Berries  

Dessert Shooters  
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Because every moment matters. 

DIETARY DELIGHTS:   

Salted Caramel Pretzel Bark 
 

Ingredients 

12 ounce package milk chocolate chips 

8 ounces mini pretzel twists 

11 ounces Kraft Caramel Bits 

Sea salt flakes for sprinkling 

 

Instructions 

Line large sheet pan with parchment paper. Melt 2/3 of the chocolate chips 

until smooth. Spread evenly over parchment, about the size of a 9x13 pan. 

Cover with pretzel twist and press them into the chocolate gently. Melt 

caramel bits according to package instructions. Drizzle over pretzels. Melt 

the rest of the chocolate chips and drizzle over chocolate. Sprinkle lightly 

with sea salt flakes. Break bar into desired sized pieces.  


